In the presence of 126 + 126 Higgs multiplets in a SO(10) theory, the fermion masses get contributions from an induced vacuum expectation value (VEV) of a SU (2) L doublet residing in 126 which differentiates between quarks and leptons by a relative sign leading to a significant correction to the prediction of the mass ratio of the bottom quark and the tau lepton for ranges of the mass of this extra doublet. We perform a two-loop renormalization group analysis of the minimal version of the one-step supersymmetric SO(10) model to display this and re-calculate the corrections to the top quark mass in the presence of such an induced VEV. We show that these effects make the infra-red fixed point scenario consistent with experimental results.
In the minimal supersymmetric SO(10) grand unified theory (GUT), the fermions reside in the 16 dimensional spinorial multiplet while the low-energy doublet Higgs fields do in the 10 dimensional fundamental representation, and consequently in conventional wisdom, the fermion masses arise from the triliniar 16 × 16 × 10 Yukawa coupling of the underlying GUT superpotential. This is a tightly constrained scenario which allows only one parameter h X for the third generation fermion masses in the Yukawa superpotential. At low energy the Yukawa couplings get split by renormalization group effects of the mass-less fields below the GUT scale, while the prediction of the mass ratio of the bottom quark and the tau lepton and its comparison to the experimentally measured values at their own scales has been extensively studied in the literature [1] .
On the other hand, it has to be emphasized that at present the top quark mass is determined [2] with in an error of approximately ±12 GeV only, where as, the present central value (173 GeV) has also reduced from earlier [3] analysis (176 GeV for CDF and 199 GeV for DØ collaborations) apparently constraining the top quark Yukawa coupling at the GUT scale considerably. In fact, the minimal version of SO(10) model described above when h X is at the infra-red fixed point [4] region, predicts too large a value for the top quark mass m pole t (m t ) ∼ 200 GeV. A note on the prediction of the top quark mass in the infrared fixed point scenario vis-a-vis the current experimental range of the top quark mass with the variation of tan β can be found in Ref [5] . We have summarized these results in Figure ( In an SO(10) GUT, the intermediate gauge symmetry [6] is most naturally broken by a SU(2) R Higgs fields 3 + 3 which are parts of the SO(10) multiplets 126 + 126. According to the AppelquistCarazzone decoupling theorem [7] , the triplet parts of 126 get mass at the breaking scale of SU(2) R , we call it M I , while the rest of the fields get mass at the next higher scale, which is the unification scale M X in our notation. Among the various components of 126, we need to note the existence of a left handed doublet Σ apart from the usual doublet H for our purposes. In is easy to see an interesting property of this SU (2) As Σ forms an adjoint of SU (4) c , and as it's VEV has to be SU (3) c preserving, the VEV should be of the form,
which differentiates between the quarks and leptons by a factor of three as well as a relative sign to maintain tracelessness. Hence, unlike the VEV of H, a non-zero VEV of Σ affect the masses of quarks and leptons in mutually opposite directions [8] , and hence, in particular has interesting effects on the mass ratio of m b /m τ . In this letter we study this possibility.
Let us consider the part of the SO(10) invariant superpotential,
For simplicity we take all the couplings to be real. The F term with respect to 210 gives the quartic Higgs coupling in the SO (10) 
We will consider minimal SO(10) model. It is well-known that the minimal model leads to an onestep unification [9] with the unification scale at [10] . Using these we re-express 2 the VEVs of Σ (κ) in terms of those of H (v) as,
Where the Higgs fields with subscript 2 couples to the top quark and those with subscript 1 couples to the bottom quark. Note that hypercharge balance at the four-point vertex f Σ ∆ ∆ H requires that v 2 induces κ 1 and vice-versa. And also, when supersymmetry in unbroken, neither (2,2,1) of 10 nor (2,2,15) of 126 has VEVs. Now we are led to the relation for the ratio
while for the top quark mass we get,
In Eqn. (5) and (6) we have redefined
Note that the familiar experimental quantity tan β gets absorbed in the re-definition of the coupling f . In the mass ratio of m b to m τ the conventional term h can only dominate if the ratio,
Whenever M Σ < M X the ratio
which is far from experimental value. This implys that the mass scale of Σ should be larger than M X . Consequently the couplings f do not renormalize below the scale M X staying constant up-to the low energy scale. While extrapolating the couplings h t , h b and h τ at the two-loop order [11] we simply have to use the beta function coefficients of the gauge and Yukawa couplings of MSSM from the scale M X to the scale m t .
We note that the VEVs still cancel among the numerator and the denominator of the ratio of the bottom and the tau Yukawa couplings. Secondly, in the limit when the second term dominates the b − τ mass ratio, the ratio becomes − 1 3 η b where as when the first term dominates the ratio we recover (for α s = 0.125) the known value about 1.6. There is a jump or a monotonous variation of the ratio depending on the sign of f which is the parameter space of our interest. Now let us turn to the RGE analysis. The system of Yukawa evolution equations is a coupled one. If we start from an initial value of the Yukawa couplings at the GUT scale
, and evolve the couplings to the electroweak scale using Renormalization Group Equations (RGE), the pattern of dependence is as follows. The Yukawa part of the beta functions tend to decrease the value Y (m t ) where as the influence of the gauge couplings, especially the QCD coupling is to increase the value of Y (m t ). Consequently, if we start from a non-perturbative (large) value of the Yukawa couplings at the GUT scale, numerically speaking, the Yukawa effects dominate the beta-functions at higher scales making its value at m t smaller than the value obtained if we start from a relatively small value of Y (M X ). This property of the Yukawa evolution equations has a consequence for the prediction of the b-quark mass. If the unified b − τ Yukawa coupling is small at the GUT scale, 3 the prediction of the b-quark mass becomes more than even the liberal experimental upper-bound
[1] of about 5.2 GeV whereas, in the fixed point scenario, these 'bare' predictions from RGE of the bottom quark mass emerges in the correct range; which has been summarized in Figure (1.B) . The 'bare' predictions get 'dressed' up by loop corrections dominated by graphs involving gluinos [See Eqn. (9)].
There have been various attempts to modify these prediction. Using the renormalization effects of the Majorana Yukawa coupling [12] pushes the ratio in the reverse direction and consequently the b-quark mass increases further. One can consider the renormalization effects of adjoint Higgs scalars at an intermediate scale [13] , which are the so called remnants of string theory, or the effects of an intermediate scale breaking of a gauge symmetry like the left-right symmetry [14] and the related renormalization effects on the ratio.
We have plotted the results of our numerical analysis using the formulas given in Eqn. (5) and Eqn. (6) in Figures (2) and (3) GeV. Inclusion of the effects of the coupling f [ Figure ( 3)] reduces the top mass (when f is negative)
in the experimentally allowed range. The prediction of the b-quark mass also reduces accordingly.
However, we note that there is a large uncertainty [16] in the prediction of the bottom quark mass due to one-loop gluino graphs; correcting the prediction to m b = h b 174 cos β + δm b , where,
and where m ef f is the mass of the heaviest superpartner in the loop. The ratio in the LHS can be of order unity, consequently, b-quark mass cannot be predicted well unless the superpartner spectrum is fixed. Below we have estimated the magnitude of the correction for a simple supersymmetric spectrum. The variation in tan β, which is absorbed in the coupling f shows up here in the supersymmetric correction to m b . 
We note that for the case of large tan β, ie, f b >> f t we would have a high value of m t and low value of m b . And of-course in the limit M Σ → ∞ we will recover the prediction of the minimal SO (10) prediction at the right end of the graphs. However once we start to lower M Σ the parameter space of f b << f t or equivalently low tan β gives good fit to top and bottom quark masses. Once tan β is fixed from Eqn. (10) The left handed neutrino mass is inversely proportional to the mass of the right handed triplet
Higgs breaking the right handed SU(2) symmetry and approximately proportional to the square of the up quark mass of the given generation via see-saw mechanism. We have calculated m ντ . For f in the range of 10 −1 the mass of the tau neutrino is of the order of 10 −6 GeV. Note that it is a simple analysis taking the third generation couplings only, whereas in the neutrino sector it is better to calculate the eigenvalues of the full 3 × 3 mass matrices.
At two-loop level, the unification of couplings occur for α s (m Z ) = 0.125. In this study we have not considered threshold effects on the RGE running due to the spread of supersymmetric spectrum or the super heavy spectrum at the GUT scale. The effect of the susy spectrum is always to increase (2) and (3). The same effects of the 'Majorana' coupling hold for the α s dependence of prediction of m t .
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